
Creative Green

A guide to help you showcase and be 
recognised for your environmental actions
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about
We are an international creative community powering 

climate action. 
.

Creative Green certification has been developed by 
Julie’s Bicycle to give organisations a simple way to 

communicate their action and journey to reduce their 
climate and environmental impacts in alignment with 

the Paris Agreement to limit global temperature rise to 
below 1.5° C.
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T R A I N I N GC E R T I F I C A T I O N N E T W O R K I N G



The transparent and methodological framework of commitment, 
understanding and  improvement is the only environmental 
certification scheme in the world designed specifically for the 
creative and cultural industries.

certification

benefits
We offer a standardised approach through which the arts and cultural 
sector can demonstrate its collective efforts to play its part in meeting 
the climate challenge. You are connected to a broad community of action 
through which you can access learning from peers and support from 
Julie’s Bicycle to continually raise your environmental ambition. 
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Each year we bring the creative community together 
to celebrate and recognise their achievements in 
environmental best practice. awards



channels
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tweet

• Tweet your Creative Green certificate and pull out 
highlights from your report

• Tag @JuliesBicycle and #CreativeGreen

certificate

• Place your printed certificate in visible places to 
be seen by staff, audiences or visitors (may be 
more than one location)

website

• Add a section on your Creative Green certification with 
the logo to your green pages

• Publish the footprint from your report
• Talk about your green ambitions for the next year

We have provided a number of examples of how your certificate can 
complement your environmental communications as you tell your 
Creative Green story through the following channels. 
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• Write a blog post or story quoting your chief executive 
or green team leader to lend a personal voice

• Use Creative Green to reinforce any green campaigns 
you may be running

• Post your report on the staff intranet  

“A creative movement powering action on climate change” #CreativeGreentagline
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newsletter

• Publicise your certificate in a staff newsletter
• Distribute to staff, audiences, suppliers and 

partners
• Provide contact details so that anyone 

interested can join your work

• Namecheck your certification level and stars received
• Mention the specific achievements and ambitions that 

contributed to this result
• Quote a senior member of staff at your organisation
• Quote Julie’s Bicycle
• Include programme information and link to the Creative 

Green website

press release

• Include your certification in the watermarks of all 
supplier contracts

• Include green clauses as part of all contracts, 
and relate these to your aims as a Creative Green 
organisation

supplier contract

• When speaking at an event, include reference to 
your Creative Green certification

• Refer to your Creative Green achievements at 
press conferences or other opportunities to speak 
publicly about your environmental actions 

public speaking

• Share news about your nomination or award via 
your social media channels #CreativeGreen

• Add a section to your green pages or blog about 
your award and display your certificate  

Creative Green Awards

• Publicise your certificate in your printed 
programmes or in emails to audiences 

• If you are a venue, consider including information 
in dressing rooms about the scheme and your 
achievement. It’s good to show off!

programme
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examples
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website

• e.g. “We’re generating xx% of our electricity with solar panels”

Organisation x is proud to be committed to sustainability and reducing the 
environmental impacts of world class culture. We have been a member of the 
Creative Green community since xx, completing their certification scheme this year, 
for which we have been awarded 4 stars out of a possible 5. 

Our key achievements to date include:

xx [staff member, job title] leads our environmental and climate work. 

Future ambitions include:

• e.g. “Aim for 0 waste to landfill”

tweet

• “We’re thrilled to be recognised for Outstanding Achievement #CreativeGreen” (link 
to press release)

• “We’ve switched to a 100% renewable energy supplier #CreativeGreen’

• “We’ve been awarded 3 stars by @JuliesBicycle for our hard work to make our 
festival more sustainable. Read more and get involved” (image and link to blog post)
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Organisation x is thrilled to receive the award for Oustanding Achievement at the 
2018 Creative Green Awards in recognition of our sustainability work this past year. 

Awards:



newsletter

• e.g. “As a commitment to sustainability, this year we have taken part in Julie’s 
Bicycle’s Creative Green certification scheme, an international community of 
pioneering creative organisations recognised for their ambition and action on 
environmental sustainability. We have been awarded 3* out of a possible maximum 
of 5. From switching to LED lighting across festival festoons to analysing audience, 
production and staff travel and partnering on a bottle deposit scheme with Friends 
of the Earth, Coca Cola and Every Can Counts we are determined to promote a 
responsible attitude towards the environment.”

• e.g. “We would like to congratulate [staff member 1] and [staff member 2] in 
particular for their work driving change across the organisation. If you have any 
comments, questions or recommendations we’d love to hear from you; please email 
[staff member]”

certificate

Organisation x created an infographic of highlights from their Creative Green report and 
placed the printed certificate backstage and in the box office for audiences.

programme

Organisation x included the following text in each of its season brochures: 

Climate change demands collective action from all sectors of society and we at xx 
are doing our part both in operations and in collaboration with audiences, partners 
and suppliers. We are demonstrating our environmental leadership through our 
partnership with Julie’s Bicycle as a Creative Green organisation. This year, we have 
been recognised for our outstanding achievement as most improved. 
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press release

H E A D L I N E : [Organisation x] proudly pioneering sustainability with Creative Green

Organisation x is delighted to announce that it has been awarded 4 stars in the 
Creative Green certification scheme this year.

Creative Green (hyperlinked) is an international community of pioneering creative and 
cultural organisations, recognised for their ambition and action on environmental 
sustainability. 

This year, our organisation had an environmental impact of xx tonnes of carbon. We 
have reduced our impact by 20% since 2015. We are working to reduce the energy use 
in our building and to increase our volume of recycling. 

Chief Executive [staff member name] comments, ‘This is an important moment in the 
history of [Organisation x]. We believe in the arts as a powerful medium to showcase 
best environmental practice, and are committed to demonstrating climate leadership 
and engaging with our audiences to generate innovative solutions. We are delighted 
that our impacts have reduced this year and that Julie’s Bicycle has recognised our 
efforts with this 4 star rating. Our next steps will be [goal 1] and [goal 2] as we look 
ahead to our 2019 season of events.’

Catherine Bottrill of Julie’s Bicycle, commented ‘Huge congratulations to Organisation 
x for achieving four stars under the Creative Green Award. They are joining 50 other 
organisations in collective climate action and their efforts emphasise the strong drive 
for positive change gaining momentum in the arts and cultural sector. We are delighted 
that Organisation x have joined this community of best practice, and are leading the 
way in mobilising ambition across the UK.’

For further information: Julie’s Bicycle (hyperlinked) or Creative Green Awards 
(hyperlinked)
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brand
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WEB
Red: 0 Green: 0  Blue: 0 

PRINT
Cyan: 60 Magenta: 40 Yellow: 40 Key: 100

PANTONE: 6 C

colour
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Sizing
MINIMUM HEIGHT

The minimum height of the Creative Green logo is 25 mm. 
Surrounding clear space should be maintained at 2 x.

logo

Variants
Variations in white that can be used on high 
contrast backgrounds on your website or on social 
media.
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juliesbicycle.com

Somerset House, New Wing
Strand, WC2R 1LA
London, UK

Julie’s Bicycle

#CreativeGreen

https://www.juliesbicycle.com/creativegreen-certification
https://www.facebook.com/juliesbicycle
https://twitter.com/juliesbicycle
https://vimeo.com/juliesbicycle
https://www.instagram.com/julies_bicycle/?hl=en

